The Other WW2
HOW DID NAZI GERMANY AND
IMPERIAL JAPAN RISE TO POWER?
How did Germany, broken by WWI, crippled by the excessive demands of the Versailles Treaty,
and burdened by the Great Depression, rise to be Europe’s undisputed military and economy
superpower? First, one must give credit to the German work ethic; more importantly, we must
credit the creditors, the thieves, and the credit makers (who helped pay the Treaty’s penalties).

The Creditors
How George Bush's grandfather helped Hitler's rise to power
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2004/sep/25/usa.secondworldwar

How six months before WWII Britain gave Hitler $9million in gold
https://nationalpost.com/news/how-six-months-before-the-second-world-war-britain-gavehitler-9-million-in-gold-that-belonged-to-another-country

The Contribution of US Capitalists to Nazi Germany’s Economy
“… many of America’s leading corporations, from General Motors to IBM and from Standard
Oil to Chase National Bank, were sympathizers and active collaborators with the Third Reich
prior to and even during World War II, as documented by investigative journalists Charles
Higham in Trading With The Enemy, and Edwin Black in IBM and the Holocaust. Like much else
in American history, these were dirty little secrets best left alone.”

https://www.globalresearch.ca/victory-day-russians-remembered-their-26-million-dead-unaware-ofcontribution-of-us-capitalism-to-nazi-germanys-war-economy/5640512

How the US Financed and Supported Hitler’s Rise to Power
https://therealnews.com/stories/d-day-how-the-us-supported-hitlers-rise-to-power
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpG-r9FnnXY (start at 2:31:00)

Gold Thieves and Tax Collectors
Gold
https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/the-epic-gold-heist-that-financed-the-war-for-hitler/
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/the-nazis-british-bankers-1275885.html
Taxes
http://piketty.pse.ens.fr/files/capitalisback/CountryData/Germany/Other/Pre1950Series/RefsHistorical
GermanAccounts/Lindholm47.pdf

The Credit Makers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperinflation_in_the_Weimar_Republic

The Japanese Economic Miracle
We must not imagine that the industrialized military power of Japan arose spontaneously from the
minds and hands of native geniuses. Industrial capacity and technologies require access to industrial
secrets that are carefully protected. Thus, Japan’s quick industrialization and so-called economic miracle
must have been deliberately fostered by western elites. They must have wanted to use Japan as a
source of cheap labor and industrial products, just as presently they use China and the entire world. The
fact that economic industrialization almost guarantees military industrialization was surely predictable
and even desirable for elites who intended to crush Japan’s imperial-economic ambitions before it could
grow strong enough to challenge them.

WHY DID WWII OCCUR?
1. The German people, like Americans presently, were duped into thinking they were special and
that the world’s land and resources belonged to them.
2. Western non-German banking, financial and industrial elites encouraged war because they
profited from it.
3. German elites profited from the war.
4. American elites hoped to use the war to destroy the British Empire, at which they succeeded,
and Western capitalists hoped to use the war to destroy the communist state of the Soviet
Union, at which they failed.
5. Germany had no interest in engaging Britain or the US in war, but Britain provoked Germany
with bombing campaigns. German retaliation served as an excuse to ramp up British military
expenses, which profited the military industrial complex in Britain and in the U.S., Britain’s
primary supplier.
6. The American and British militaries did not begin to seriously attack Germany until the German
military was almost completely absorbed in fighting the Soviet Union and the Soviet Union’s
victories led the Soviet’s to march west and threaten to claim much of Europe.
7. Repeat #1 for the Japanese effort to take, by force, the Asia’s land and resources. It parallels
Germany’s effort. Numbers 2-6 might also have echoes for the Japanese, but I am unaware of
any supporting evidence for this hypothesis. Japan was certainly provoked into bombing Pearl
Harbor (https://www.globalresearch.ca/search?q=pearl+harbor&x=0&y=0).

A WIDER VIEW: PRE-WWII
HOLOCAUSTS
The Native American Holocaust (14931930s+)
And the “Jail Holocaust”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qra6pcn4AOE
http://www.usdeadlyevents.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Chronology-v24_to.pdf

The Irish Holocaust
https://www.pastemagazine.com/articles/2017/03/earthrx-the-irish-potato-famine-was-caused-bycapi.html

The Namibian Holocaust
https://www.counterpunch.org/2014/09/19/germanys-african-genocide/

The Congolese Holocaust
Before the Nazis built concentration camps in Europe, Germany and Britain had concentration camps in
Africa.
https://www.globalresearch.ca/european-holocaust-had-roots-in-africa-now-namibia-is-suinggermany/5651541
https://www.counterpunch.org/2012/09/14/the-most-brutal-genocide-money-can-buy/

The Persian Holocaust of WWI
https://www.globalresearch.ca/8-10-million-iranians-died-great-famine-caused-british-late-1910sdocuments-reveal/5679286

The Armenian Holocaust
https://allthatsinteresting.com/armenian-genocide-photos
https://www.history.com/topics/world-war-i/armenian-genocide

The Indian Holocaust
https://www.globalresearch.ca/winston-churchill-indian-holocaust/5697096

Still More Holocausts

https://allthatsinteresting.com/five-lesser-known-genocides/5

WWII HOLOCAUSTS
The Chinese Holocaust
More Chinese killed by the Japanese in WW2 than Jews killed by Nazis
https://www.alearned.com/japanese/

The Soviet Holocaust
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/387741-sacrifice-russian-world-war-anniversary/
https://www.rt.com/news/417666-german-surrender-stalingrad-75/

The German Holocaust
American and British air forces slaughtered 100,000s of German civilians (non-military persons).
https://www.globalresearch.ca/71st-anniversary-of-dresden-fire-bombing-allied-war-crime-prelude-tothe-cold-war/5507765
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-myth-of-the-good-war-america-in-world-war-ii/17515
2) Hellstorm - Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi Germany
(this video has been censored by YouTube)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psicZ2LdrzE
How To Survive The Holocaust
(this video has been censored by YouTube)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRedmzKchGM

The Japanese Holocaust

“While at least 67 other Japanese cities, including the capital Tokyo, were reduced to rubble
by daily conventional firebombing, including the use of napalm and other incendiaries,
Hiroshima and Nagasaki had been deliberately spared for the sole purpose of testing the
destructiveness of the new atomic device (Claypool 11).”
https://www.globalresearch.ca/were-atomic-bombings-hiroshima-nagasaki-warcrime-crime-against-humanity/5683441

The Nuking of Japan Was a War Crime
https://www.globalresearch.ca/were-atomic-bombings-hiroshima-nagasaki-war-crime-crime-againsthumanity/5683441

The Jewish Holocaust
Western, English-speaking media is saturated with Jewish Holocaust stories and histories, even to the
point of causing people to forget that many other ethnic groups have suffered similar and sometimes
worse holocausts. Furthermore, the evidence for a Jewish Holocaust is also often questionable.
Photographs of empty buildings and piles of unidentified corpses are not the best proofs, and firstperson testimonies do not support the gas chamber claims and 6,000,000 Jewish dead statistic. Indeed,
Europe had struggled since WWI with flea and lice-born disease called typhus and tried to battle it by
disinfecting clothing with ‘gas chambers.’ The following Wikipedia entry hints at the scale of the
problem in the concentration camps that, towards the end of the war, would have been prime breeding
grounds for an epidemic of this fatal disease:
“Delousing stations were established for troops on the Western Front during World War I, but the
disease ravaged the armies of the Eastern Front, with over 150,000 dying in Yugoslavia alone.
Fatalities were generally between 10 and 40% of those infected, and the disease was a major
cause of death for those nursing the sick.
“In 1922, the typhus epidemic reached its peak in Soviet territory, with some 25 to 30 million
cases in Russia. Although typhus had ravaged Poland with some 4 million cases reported, efforts
to stem the spread of disease in that country had largely succeeded by 1921 through the efforts of
public health pioneers such as Hélène Sparrow and Rudolf Weigl.[30] In Russia during the civil
war between the White and Red Armies, typhus killed 3 million people,[31][32] mainly civilians.
“During World War II, many German POWs after the loss at Stalingrad died of typhus. Typhus
epidemics killed those confined to POW camps, ghettos, and Nazi concentration camps who were
held in unhygienic conditions. Pictures of mass graves including people who died from typhus can
be seen in footage shot at Bergen-Belsen concentration camp.[33]Among thousands of prisoners
in concentration camps such as Theresienstadt and Bergen-Belsen who died of
typhus[33] were Anne Frank, age 15, and her sister Margot, age 19. Major epidemics in the postwar

chaos of Europe were averted only by widespread use of the newly discovered DDT to kill the lice
on millions of refugees and displaced persons.
“The first typhus vaccine was developed by the Polish zoologist Rudolf Weigl in the interwar
period.[34] Better, less-dangerous and less-expensive vaccines were developed during World War II.
Since then, some epidemics have occurred in Asia, Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and parts
of Africa.”
I do not doubt that many Jews died; I just doubt the claim that Nazis, for whom Jews were treated as
slave laborers, would exterminate their own slaves while their war economy depended heavily on such
laborers. Secondly, Jewish leaders have a motive for exaggerating their claims of suffering, since they
use the Holocaust story to defend their illegal occupation of Palestine and their oppression of the
Palestinian people.
Evaluate the evidence provided at https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/tags/en/tag/holocaust. Do any of
the photographs or videos support the argument that Nazis deliberately exterminated six million Jews?
Does this encyclopedia provide any primary documents supporting the Holocaust claims? Compare to
the evidence provided by other online encyclopedias.
https://educate-yourself.org/cn/The-Anne-Frank-Diary-Fraud-14feb06.shtml#top
Holocaust Hoax: Refuting Zyklon-B Test Critics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x08ra1HnwG0
Is the Holocaust a Hoax?
https://www.biblebelievers.org.au/holohoax.htm

APPENDIX
An Excerpt from Beyond Civilization
“The world has many, many Jews, many people who think they are special, who think they have the best
religion, who think they are descended from a special family, secret or exclusive club, or part of a
superior ethnic group, professional group, economic or political group. It’s all the same supremacist
vanity and pride.
“Besides, [the Jewish] Holocaust is not special—only the word Holocaust is special, especially
repugnant. It’s original meaning is “a burnt offering to God”—that means it refers to a ceremony
intended to please an imaginary being. Do we want to imply that a genocide was done to please God?

What sick minds took this word and nailed it to the lives of the millions who died unnecessarily and
unwillingly?
“But let us use this ugly word a little longer and explain that the Jewish Holocaust is not special; it is
a drop in the bucket of death and extinction sweeping this globe. Hundreds of animals and plant species
are becoming extinct every year, and many human subspecies and ethnic groups have been
exterminated entirely. In fact, perhaps every ethnic group on Earth has suffered a Holocaust or
Holocausts, and the Jewish Holocaust of WW2 was not even the worst holocaust of WW2.
“Then why does the media create the impression that the Jews suffered the only Holocaust?
Perhaps a few wealthy Jews control the western media machine and perhaps they have motivations.
Perhaps they want to generate pity for Jews—pity that poisons critical thinking and turn against critical
thinkers and calls them anti-Semites the moment they raise questions.
“The Jewish Holocaust is considered special because it seems like the first time in history when one
ethnic group intended to commit genocide and pursued it with all the efficiency afforded by modern
technologies such as lethal gases, industrial cremation and grave-digging machines. But this narrative is
mostly nonsense and void of empirical evidence. The alleged gas chambers were not air tight and were
meant for disinfecting clothing to stop the spread of lice- and flea-borne diseases that were killing Jews
in labor camps, depriving the Nazi war-economy of important productivity. The alleged cremation ovens
are too small and, judging from photos I’ve seen, they were bread ovens intended to feed concentration
camp workers on an industrial scale. Finally, mass graves were dug and hurried filled with corpses
because disease and starvation swept through the camps as the war disrupted supply lines. Hunger and
disease were the leading and almost sole causes of death among Jewish workers—and that means the
Jewish Holocaust was hardly different from the American, Persian. Indian, Soviet, Chinese and other
Holocausts.
*
“If I may invite more insults and invectives, I challenge Jewish Holocaust fundamentalists to reflect
on the plausibility of the story that the Nazis wanted to and were able to persuade millions of European
Jews to leave their homes and move to Poland. Why weren’t railways blown up? Why didn’t Jews mount
an armed resistance? They didn’t because the Nazis actually invested a great deal of money and effort
into attracting Jews and other minorities to their labor camps in Poland. Besides, Europe was still in the
Great Depression, so who minority wouldn’t want the chance to live in Jewish ‘camps’ with guaranteed
work, free shelter and food, and even a wage? Moreover, photographs show that these camps had
swimming pools, soccer fields, and orchestras, and Polish train stations welcomed newcomers with
displays of flowers and bushes. So, most Jews came voluntarily, and originally the concentration camps
were labor camps many of the trappings of civilization. Of course, the war turned them into death
camps.
“Against this empirically supported and plausible narrative, we are supposed to believe that
hundreds of thousands of Jewish families were forced to go to Poland to be exterminated and that
during this mass migration the whole of Christian Europe did nothing and the whole world was blind and
the Jewish people did not mount any serious resistance, did not shoot a single train engineer or other
driver?

“And why didn’t wealthy Jews offer to pay for the freedom of all Jews? They certainly had enough
money to tempt Hitler. They didn’t offer to redeem their poor fellow Jews because greed, miserliness
and heartlessness sits on the clouds of wealth, and they didn’t for the same reason that wealthy people
everywhere do nothing substantial to address poverty, hunger, and disease.
“And if, as we are asked to believe, the Nazis were primarily interested in killing Jews in Poland—
why in Poland? Does Poland have some special status as a burial ground and necropolis? Obviously,
Poland was chosen because the labor camps were there, and the labor camps were there because
Poland was ideally positioned to provide supplies for the German military, the bulk of which was at war
with the Soviet Union. Moreover, I must ask, if the Nazis were primarily interested in killing Jews, why
didn’t they kill them in their homes? Why did they invest so much time and energy in bringing them to
Poland? Most historians would have us believe that the Nazis had simply created an elaborate and
diabolical scheme to dupe the Jews into volunteering to ‘work’ in Poland, and that this, somehow, made
the genocide possible or more efficient than more straightforward methods of genocide.
“But the Western Allies had to exaggerate the evil of the Nazis in order to justify and forget their
cowardly bombing massacres of German civilians living in Dresden and elsewhere. For that, America has
not apologized. For the destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Vietnam, Libya, Iraq and dozens of other
countries where the U.S. military executed crimes against humanity, America has not apologized. Only
Germany has apologized.

*

“Now we are all Jews in a global Holocaust. We all collaborate with our enemies by continuing to
work for the global economy that is killing life on Earth. We trust our leaders—our enemies—and think
they will help us survive and stay out of the clutches of poverty even as they rob us through taxation and
corporate thievery. And we are trusting because that is what our schools and religions teach us to be.
The most faithful Jews trusted that their imaginary God would protect them, and they reaped the
rewards of their religious superstitions, and they have not yet learned the lesson history taught them.
“Why didn’t Jews in concentration camps organize general strikes? Didn’t they know that the work
they were doing was contributing to the deaths of millions of non-Jewish Europeans? A general strike
would have worked, as it works in any country. The Nazis depended on Jewish labor to manufacture
basic war necessities cheaply; a strike would have crippled the Nazi war machine and spared the lives of
millions of Russians—a people historically hated by Jews, possibly for good reasons, but not for reasons
that justify contributing to their Holocaust.
“Every Jew who worked in a concentration camp was a Nazi collaborator. That is not a popular
thing to say. Oh, but what choice did they have? Ah, isn’t that the same excuse uttered by millions of
Americans employed in their for-profit war industry? Billions of people employed in all manner of
industries destructive of life voice the same excuse: “My job is my life!” On the contrary! Your job spells
death for everyone! To Hell with all your jobs! Have you no shame?

“And what did the Jews get for their collaboration? Starvation, disease, medical experimentations
and executions. Let that serve as a foreshadowing of the future that awaits the modern, universal Jew.
No, let that serve as an explanation of what we are already living.
“Who will save us from this global war on life? No God, no nation, no international alliance and no
high-tech savior will defend Life. Nothing can save us but knowledge married to courage.”

A Strategy of War Crimes: Killing Civilians
to Win a War

https://therealnews.com/stories/a-strategy-of-war-crimes-killing-civilians-to-win-a-war-danielellsberg-on-rai-10-12

Operation Paper-Clip
German POWs on the American Homefront

Thousands of World War II prisoners ended up in mills, farm fields and even dining rooms across the
United States
From 1942 through 1945, more than
400,000 Axis prisoners were shipped to the
United States and detained in camps in rural
areas across the country. (Nebraska State
Historical Society)

By J. Malcolm Garcia
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/german-pows-on-the-american-homefront-141009996/

Who Was Hitler?
1) Hitler's War? - What the Historians Neglect to Mention
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t0E_Ewe8g2Y
David Irving - The Faking of Adolf Hitler for History -- equally important
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwp7tVZuXKM&spfreload=1
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=david+irving

America’s Great Economic Victory: “God
Save the Queen. The US Destruction of the
British Empire”
https://www.globalresearch.ca/save-queen/5693500

